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ABSTRACT
Search plays an important role in online social networks as it provides an essential mechanism for discovering members and content on the network. Related search recommendation is one of several mechanisms used for improving members’ search experience
in finding relevant results to their queries. This paper describes
the design, implementation, and deployment of Metaphor, the related search recommendation system on LinkedIn, a professional
social networking site with over 175 million members worldwide.
Metaphor builds on a number of signals and filters that capture
several dimensions of relatedness across member search activity.
The system, which has been in live operation for over a year, has
gone through multiple iterations and evaluation cycles. This paper
makes three contributions. First, we provide a discussion of a largescale related search recommendation system. Second, we describe
a mechanism for effectively combining several signals in building
a unified dataset for related search recommendations. Third, we introduce a query length model for capturing bias in recommendation
click behavior. We also discuss some of the practical concerns in
deploying related search recommendations.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Systems]: Information Search and Retrieval

General Terms
Algorithms, Design, Experimentation

Keywords
Query Suggestions, Recommender System, Log Analysis

1. INTRODUCTION
Search plays an important role in social networking sites such
as LinkedIn as it provides an essential mechanism for discovering
members and content on the network. By the time members have
scrolled to the bottom of a search results page, it is reasonable to
assume that they have not found what they are looking for, at least
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on the first page. This is when related search recommendations are
most useful: they allow users to refine their searches or explore
variants by providing alternate queries to their original search. Related search recommendations (“related searches”) provide an important tool for improving members’ search experience in finding
relevant results to their queries and improving overall search engagement.
This paper describes Metaphor, the related searches system on
LinkedIn. LinkedIn is a professional social networking site with
over 175 million members worldwide, serving billions of searches
every year. Search is particularly important in the professional context of the LinkedIn network, and represents one of the primary avenues for members and companies to find and connect with one another. Metaphor is an important addition to the set of tools used to
guide members in their search experience. These related searches
are displayed at the bottom of the search results page, as shown
in Figure 1 for the query “Hadoop”. In this paper, we will describe the design, implementation, and deployment of Metaphor—
including scalability and practical considerations of mining billions
of queries—that drives related search recommendations. At the
time of writing, Metaphor has been in production for more than
a year.
Metaphor builds on a number of signals and filters that capture
several dimensions of relatedness in search activity, populating a
unified dataset that drives related searches. Related searches are
computed and periodically updated offline in a batch mode as a
series of Hadoop MapReduce [18] jobs, which handles parallelization.
There are four main signals that go into building the search recommendation dataset. The first signal is based on collaborative filtering [1]: analyzing what members search for together. Using sessionized search logs, we establish sets of related query pairs based
on temporal proximity. Each member is allowed a limited number
of votes in associating query terms with each other, and the system
penalizes generally popular terms.
The second signal is based on a result-anchored relationship of
query terms. Using search logs for queries and results, the system
constructs a click graph for searches. This results in a bipartite
graph from queries to search results, with a many-to-many relationship between the vertices. Unlike previous applications of click
graphs for related searches [14, 29], our approach benefits from the
personalized nature of search on social networks, and in particular
LinkedIn, where results are largely ordered by degree distance in
the social graph from the searcher. For a given query, there are often several clicks resulting from the search, and for a given search
result, there are several queries that lead to the result being clicked.
This graph reflects the collective click behavior of members. Using this graph, Metaphor generates related searches by anchoring

on results that relate queries with each other. We call this signal a
query-result-query signal.
The third signal leverages query term overlap. This is a commonly used approach in query suggestion on web search engines.
We refine this approach to first identify terms within a query that
have more significance to its meaning. Metaphor evaluates the frequency of terms in the query log, and how often the parts of the
query occur together. When generic terms are used together with
meaning-rich ones, the system identifies the terms that are more
important to the query (for example, “Hadoop” in “Hadoop developer”). After priority of each term is established, Metaphor finds
related queries that share important terms.
Related searches can help users to refine a given search query.
For example, if a user searches for “Hadoop” to find Hadoop developers, we could suggest “Hadoop engineer” or “Hadoop developers”, a refined query. The fourth signal in the recommendation
pipeline helps with this problem by looking at the number of terms
in a given query and its suggestions: suggestions with more terms
are more likely to be refined queries. We built a statistical model
for capturing click behavior on results based on recommendation
length, which Metaphor uses as a bias to filter recommendations
from the previous three signals.
After experimenting with recommendations from the individual
signals on the production website for isolated evaluation, we settled on a step-wise union combination of related searches. In this
approach, recommendations from collaborative filtering are backfilled with query-result-query recommendations and then partial
overlapping recommendations. After each union step, we perform
a length-biased filter based on our analysis of past clicks on recommendations.
Our evaluation shows that this approach results in 15% more
clicks compared to collaborative filtering, the best signal in the ensemble, and a common technique for deriving such related search
suggestions in large-scale production scenarios [24]. Metaphor
scales to billions of queries and the recommendations can be computed using idle cluster resources.
The main contributions of this paper include:
• The description of the design, implementation, and deployment of a large-scale related search recommendation system
that mines billions of queries,
• A mechanism for effectively combining several signals in
building a unified dataset for search recommendation, and
• A novel approach of using query length for modeling click
behavior and biasing search suggestions to reflect search intent
In addition, we enhanced signals to generate related searches,
which included a variation of query-result-query click graph
method and a partial matching technique that weighs in the specificity of each query term. Finally, we evaluated Metaphor by
performing large-scale bucket or split tests involving millions of
queries and members, an effective way of measuring the quality of
a real recommendation system.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, we discuss
related work in Section 2. In Section 3 we describe the design principles, data flow behind Metaphor, and algorithms that comprise
the various signals in the system. We then discuss the implementation and deployment of the system on the LinkedIn infrastructure
in Section 4. We describe our evaluation and results in Section 5.
Finally, we provide our conclusion and plans for future work in
Section 6.

2. RELATED WORK
Related search recommendation has been an active area of re-

Figure 1: A screenshot of related searches in the context of a
search for the query “Hadoop.” The module shows a maximum
of 8 results in a two-column layout and is available on every
page of the search results.
search in the context of web search [9, 22, 25, 34, 41], and recently,
e-commerce site search [24]. Metaphor is influenced by this research and by recommendation systems at large, and takes advantage of some popular recommendation techniques such as collaborative filtering [36] in addition to utilizing click graphs and partial
matches.
Collaborative filtering based recommender systems have been
successfully applied for movie recommendations [8] and product
recommendations in e-commerce sites [24]. In Metaphor, query
relatedness is implicit in query logs unlike movie rating data or
historical purchases. Implicit relatedness among queries based on
user sessions has been used for search recommendation in the context of web search engines [10, 11, 22, 25, 41]. Recently, queryflow graphs [10, 11] have been utilized to compute similarity between a pair of queries using the transition probabilities between
them. Fonseca et al. [22] generate related queries by mining web
search query logs and identifying queries that co-occur in the same
session, while Zhang and Nasraoui [41] proposed finding related
queries based on session and content similarity measures. A collaborative filtering approach based on implicit relatedness among
queries works well (see Section 5), and forms an important component of Metaphor. However, in the context of a social network,
collaborative filtering fails to discover related queries performed by
different members, and it can be effectively combined with other

interesting signals that improve the overall performance of related
search recommendation.
Utilizing clicked results for queries is another way of extracting
related searches. Baeza-Yates et al. [7] introduced the idea of using
clicks to infer related searches, which was then used to recommend
queries by clustering searches leading to clicks on the same result.
This approach was further developed to build an explicit bipartite
graph with queries and results [4, 5, 14, 29]. The bipartite graph
indirectly conveys the semantic relatedness of queries, which has
been shown to be effective in search recommendation. Social networks provide a new context for click-based approaches that benefit
from the underlying structure of members and the social graph. The
personalized nature of search on LinkedIn, where results are largely
ordered by degree distance, produces different results for different
members, which often leads to different clicks for the same query.
In aggregate, this allows us to discover diverse yet relevant recommendations. Furthermore, we have made several modifications to
the algorithms and tailored them to the MapReduce framework as
discussed in Section 3.
Partial matching techniques often can be found in query expansion research [15, 17, 38, 40]. Voorhees [38] shows lexically related
words ameliorate mismatched vocabulary problems. Query refinement [26] and search shortcuts [13] are closely related to this concept. Our partial matching engine also suggests lexically overlapping queries to users. However, this process is significantly assisted
by a prioritization step that identifies semantically important parts
of a query. We utilize the frequency of terms and co-occurrence
in the search log to rank the importance of terms within a query.
This allows us to perform partial matches primarily based on terms
that are essential to the query. We combine these approaches with a
query length model that captures bias in recommendation click behavior. Based on statistical analysis of clicks on related searches,
this length bias model is used to filter recommendations from the
underlying signals. Although query length has been closely analyzed in the context of search characterization [3, 35], this is the
first application of a length bias model in related search recommendation to the best of our knowledge.
Finally, ensemble methods such as bagging [12], boosting [32],
stacking [39], and cascading [23] are widely studied in machine
learning and statistics [20]. Some of these ensemble methods
have been successfully applied in various recommendation scenarios such as movies [33] and music [21]. Most of these ensemble
methods assume comparable performances in their base classifier
engines, and expect overlap among datasets generated by each engine. However, each of our signals generates datasets with relatively small overlap and varied performance in different contexts.
After experimenting with several alternatives, we devised a stepwise union model that combines the signals based on priority derived from empirical observations. As we will discuss in Section 5,
this results in improved query coverage and clicks.

3. DESIGN
Metaphor is a data intensive system that relies on billions of
queries in search activity logs to compute suggestions, which
amounts to terabytes of search, result, and click data. This data
is analyzed in building search recommendations based on a series
of signals, notably correlating queries based on time, clicks, and
the contents of the query string itself. Metaphor combines these
underlying signals to generate a unified recommendation dataset
for related searches. This section discusses these signals and the
combination process in detail.

3.1

Collaborative Filtering

User
John

Chris

Query
q1
q2
q3
q4
q5
q6

Time (hh:mm)
17:04
17:06
17:07
20:52
21:34
21:39

Query pairs
(q1 , q2 ), (q1 , q3 )
(q2 , q1 ), (q2 , q3 )
(q3 , q1 ), (q3 , q2 )
(q5 , q6 )
(q6 , q5 )

...
Table 1: Query pairs based on temporal locality. q4 is temporally distant from the other queries, thus it does not form a
query pair. Note that each query pair is differently weighted
according to the time between two queries.
The first signal we use to generate related search recommendations is based on collaborative filtering techniques. The collaborative filtering based signal uses temporal locality between queries
as the primary factor for relating searches, that is, searches correlated by time are considered related. This is enabled by search logs
that give us access to the search behavior of members in the social
network.
Collaborative filtering in a social networking context can be enhanced by the strong sense of member identity as follows. We
start by grouping together queries performed by the same member.
We continue by identifying sessions within each member’s search
history using the inter-search time. We consider the member to
have two sessions if the time elapsed between consecutive searches
is above a threshold (currently set to 30 minutes). Using all the
queries within a session, we form bidirectional (from, to) pairs of
queries, which is a permutation rather than a combination. For each
pair, we consider the time in between the two searches to assign a
weight for the relationship between them. The farther apart the two
searches are in the session, the lower the weight associated with the
pair. Table 1 describes a brief example of the process.
Since some users often search for similar things, we would like to
discount the impact of repeated searches across several sessions of
the same user. We accomplish this by considering only one weight
(the highest) for each unique pair that was generated by the same
user. At the end of this process, we have each pair associated with
a weight, with potentially many users having the same pair with
different weights. This allows us to calculate a TF-IDF (term frequency, inverse document frequency) [6] score that will eventually
be used for recommendations.
To compute the TF-IDF score, we first aggregate all identical
pairs, with the final pair weight given as sum of the individual
weights from each pair. The TF component in TF-IDF score for
each pair is the final pair weight. The IDF component is important because it dampens queries that are generally popular, which
end up forming pairs with a large number of other queries. If such
queries are not appropriately dealt with, we would have them as
recommendations for an unproportionally large number of queries.
For example, President Barack Obama is an active member of the
site and is regularly searched out of curiosity; this penalization prevents searches for him from being incorrectly correlated with other
queries.
We use a variant of the Jones-Robertson IDF measure [31] for
our application as given in Equation (1). For a query q:
IDF(q) = log

d · (N − D(q) + 0.5)
D(q) + 0.5

(1)

In this case, N is the total number of pairs in the dataset, D(q)
is the number of pairs that contain query q and d is a dampening
factor, which was tuned using offline precision/recall evaluation.
The resulting TF-IDF score is used to generate recommendations

q1

q2

q3

r1

q4

q5

r2

r3

Figure 2: Query-result-query diagram. An arrow from qi to rj
represents a click on result rj for query qi . Queries (q1 , q2 , q3 )
are related through clicks on the same result r1 , and queries
(q3 , q4 ) are related through clicks on the result r2 .
from the collaborative filtering signal.

3.2

Query-result-query (QRQ)

The second signal we consider in constructing the related search
dataset is relationship through member click activity. The basic idea in this signal is that by paying attention to similarity in
click behavior for queries, we can discern some relatedness among
queries. The LinkedIn search engine orders results largely by degree distance in the social graph from the searcher; thus, users
searching for the same query will often get different results based
on their social graph. Moreover, users are likely to be presented
with intersecting result sets even as they are searching for different
terms. This allows us to analyze click behavior from several members, and build relationships among different queries that prompt
users to click on similar results. As a simple example, if several
members searching for “Hadoop” and “MapReduce” end up clicking on similar results, then it might be a good idea to associate these
searches in our related search recommendation. This allows us to
recommend “Hadoop” in future searches of “MapReduce” and vice
versa. Figure 2 shows the idea behind the query-result-query signal.
We begin data processing by identifying results that were clicked
from the search results page in our logs. We then form (query,
clicked-result) pairs by associating each query with the corresponding results that were clicked by the user. To prevent bias from a few
members who often click on the same result, we document a pair
only once per member. We then aggregate all similar pairs and
attach a count to each unique pair, C(q, r), which essentially describes the number of unique members who clicked on result r for
query q.
The data processing then branches to two complementary components. On one hand, we aggregate all pairs with the same clickedresult r, say G(r), and rank queries based on the pair count obtained in the previous step. With that goal in mind, we obtain G′ (r)
from G(r) with a few optimizations as follows. First, we remove
clicked results that have too many unique inbound queries. Such
results are too popular to form a meaningful relationship among
the inbound queries. Second, we remove results that are clicked
only for a single query since we require at least two queries to be
related with each other. Finally, we sort the words in each query
alphabetically, resulting in a bag of words model. This allows us
to combine queries that would result in the same search result (for
example, “Hadoop developer” and “developer Hadoop”). We define branching B as a measure that captures how many inbound
branches a clicked result has. For a query q and a clicked result r,
we define:
C(q, r)
(2)
B(q, r) = P
′
′
(q ,r)∈G′ (r) C(q , r)
In addition, we aggregate all pairs with the same query, and rank
the results that were clicked for this query using the pair count. Let
K(q) represents all the clicks from query q across all searches. We
obtain K ′ (q) by the optimizations as described in the preceding

paragraph. We define relevance R that captures how important a
particular clicked result r was to a query q as follows:
R(q, r) = P

C(q, r)
C(q, r′ )

(3)

(q,r ′ )∈K ′ (q)

With both components—ranked queries and ranked clicks—
available, we join the two datasets to infer relatedness among
queries. For each result associated with a query, we identify a number of other queries that also lead to the result being clicked.
To combine these measures, we define a QRQ score for related
queries. Let for a query q, a number of other queries qi , . . . , qj are
related through a clicked result r. The QRQ score for each of those
queries with respect to q is:
X
score(q, qi ) =
R(q, r) · log(1 + B(qi , r))
(4)
r

Here the sum is over each result r such that at least one member
clicked on result r for queries q and qi .
The intuition behind the QRQ score is that we consider both how
important the result was to the query, and how important the potentially related query was to the result. From our empirical results, we
find that we get better recommendations by emphasizing relevance
over branching, hence the log scale for branching.
Finally, we deal with the issue of some queries that are generally more popular than others. Even with the measures taken to
decrease bias, we find that certain queries can sometimes dominate
recommendations because of their general popularity. To dampen
those suggestions, we calculate TF-IDF scores, much in the way
we did for collaborative filtering, using the QRQ score from above
as the TF component, and the IDF component as computed in Section 3.1. We use these adjusted scores when generating recommendations for the query-result-query signal.

3.3

Partial Matches

The third signal we consider in building the related search recommendation set is the term overlap of queries (partial matching).
Although the basic principle in this approach is straightforward,
several adjustments must be made to obtain good recommendations. With millions of unique queries, term overlaps are rather
common, and the difficulty is in identifying a set of queries that
are “meaningfully” overlapping. To tackle this problem, we start
out by grouping unique queries together and counting their occurrence. This results in pairs of form (query, count) that are used as
input for further processing.
For each unique query, we then identify the tokens (terms) that
make up the query. The tokenization process incorporates some
optimizations. First, we remove stop words from the set that add
little meaning to the query. In addition, we also remove very short
tokens. While this can potentially remove some meaningful tokens,
the optimization measurably improves overall relevance of the recommendations. Using the query pairs and their associated tokens,
we generate a new set of tuples of the form (token, query, count).
We then regroup the tuples using the tokens as key, which gives us
a set of queries that share the token.
Given the volume of queries that share a token with each query,
we make two important observations. The first is that not all tokens in the query are equally important to the query in question.
For example, if we consider the query “Hadoop engineer”, the
term “Hadoop” is more important to the query than the term “engineer”. Accordingly, it is more useful to make recommendations
that look like “Hadoop developer” rather than “mechanical engineer”, although both queries share a token with the original query.
To measure importance of a token t in the query, we use a flavor of

an inverse document frequency as follows:
IDF(t) = log

M − Q(t) + 0.5
Q(t) + 0.5

(5)

Here, M is the total number of unique queries and Q(t) is the total
number of queries that contain the token t. The more common a
token is across different queries, the less significant we consider it
for any one of them.
The other observation is that we can apply a similar principle
to filter out queries that are generally popular. Therefore, the final
scores we assign to potential recommendations depend on both how
important the token is to the query, as well as how popular the other
queries that are associated with the token are. For a given query,
we first identify all the queries that share a token with it using the
(token, query, count) tuple, and then score each potentially related
query as a multiple of the token significance measure and the TFIDF measure of the related query in the corpus of queries. We use
this score to generate recommendations based on partial matches.

3.4

Length Bias

Related searches can help members refine a given query. If a
member has a clear objective when searching, they might benefit from query suggestions for refinement as the initial query
might not directly map to their desired result. For example, if a
member searches for “Hadoop” to find Hadoop engineers, related
searches can suggest refined keywords such as “Hadoop engineer”
or “Hadoop developer”. We refer to this type of query suggestions
as “refined” queries.
We developed a statistical biasing engine based on LinkedIn
members’ overall behavior. The analysis of the click behavior
on displayed recommendations suggests a feature that captures the
properties of refined queries. From our analysis, the number of
words in queries is related to refinement type of queries, where
longer queries tend to be more refined. Furthermore, we observed
that members often click suggested queries that are slightly longer
than the original query, but not too much longer.
We call this behavior “drift,” which translates to a members’
click preference for slightly longer recommendations. The additive drift score, which models the drift behavior, depends on the
length of the previous query and the next query. The new score S ′
is computed by adding the drift score δ to the original score S:
S′ ← S + λ · δ

(6)

where λ controls the strength of the length bias module. Since the
length bias drift takes an additive form with a control parameter λ,
this bias term is flexible in combining with multiple signals. By
setting λ larger, longer queries tend to receive a higher score. The
value of λ is determined by A/B testing to capture members’ preferences. The additive drift score δ is computed using a parameterized
equation of the form:
log(δ|qp ) ∝ −

k l(qn ) − (α · l(qp ) + β) k2
l(qp )

(7)

where qp and qn are the previous query and the next query respectively, parameters α, β are greater than zero, and for a query q,
function l(q) returns the length of the query q. The parameters (α,
β) in Equation (7) are estimated using search query logs. Table 2
illustrates how the length bias module affects the recommendation
result for a query “Hadoop”. The length bias lifts longer recommendations to higher rankings, resulting in more “refined” queries
in top-N recommendations. Parameter estimation and experimental
results will be further explained in Section 5.2.1.

Recommendations
HBase
Hadoop developer
Cloud computing engineer

Length
1
2
3

Score
23.21
20.30
11.30

L-bias
0.70
4.26
3.49

Total
23.91
24.56
14.79

Table 2: Effects of the length bias module when α = 1.4,
β = 1.0, and λ = 5. Scores and L-biases represent original
scores and length bias drifts, respectively. Longer recommendations tend to attain higher rankings after the length bias adjustment; for example, “Hadoop developer”, which was second
in original scores, becomes the first recommendation. Note that
parameters and terms are arbitrarily selected to illustrate the
mechanism.

3.5

Ensemble Approach

After generating related searches using the three separate signals and a length bias filter, the next step is to create a unified recommendation dataset that will be shown to members. To decide
how to best combine signals together, we turned to empirical analysis. As we report in the evaluation section, we first segmented
the LinkedIn population and ran the various signals individually on
the website to get measures of performance. These measures include precision/recall, click-through rate, clicks, and coverage rate,
as our evaluation will show.
Our first model was based on binary classification of the three
signals with respect to click-through, which was not successful:
we find there is minimal overlap across the clicked recommendations for related search suggestions. This led us to analyze the general characteristics of recommendations that were generated from
the signals. As we see in the evaluation, the overlap is relatively
small not only in the clicked recommendations, but also in the actual datasets that were generated from the three signals.
The minimal overlap of suggestions allows us to consider a different approach—step-wise unionization—for combining recommendations. Since our individual analysis has given us information
on relative performance of signals, we are able to prioritize signals
in the step-wise union. Accordingly, we first backfill collaborative
filtering results with query-result-query recommendations. This is
then processed through the length-bias filter to promote potentially
better recommendations. We then backfill the result set with partial
match recommendations, and once again run the length bias filter.
In each of the union steps, we take measures to remove duplicate
or near duplicate recommendations using a threshold minimum edit
distance between recommendations. When it is time to display related searches, we choose the top-N results from this union set.

3.6

Practical Considerations

As a system designed for public consumption from the beginning, we had to consider a number of practical issues before deploying it to end users. For example, we have a very strong profanity filter that conservatively removes potentially offensive terms
from recommendations. We apply the filter in the query preparation phase before using queries as an input for any of the signals. In
addition, we incorporate a mechanism to deal with common misspellings in recommendations: in our recommendation dataset for
a given query, we look at all suggested queries that are within a
threshold of edit distances (currently set to less than or equal to 2)
from each other. All such recommendations are collapsed to the
most common entry in the set, which often removes many of the
misspellings and typos in the collection.
Another important consideration was language. LinkedIn is an
international website translated in a multitude of languages. We
bucket search queries by language, and related searches are computed on these buckets. As LinkedIn has strong identities, these
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Figure 3: Dataflow in LinkedIn’s production system. Tracking data is aggregated through Kafka, and after processing the
data in Hadoop, related searches recommendations are stored
in Voldemort to serve to end users.
buckets are determined from the locale of the member performing
the search, which segments Metaphor’s recommendations by language fairly well. This frees the system from performing language
detection, which is difficult and often error-prone.
Finally, LinkedIn uses a number of mechanisms to detect spam
and tag suspicious accounts accordingly. Like all of our production systems, the related searches pipeline receives input from these
spam filters to remove queries that were performed by tagged accounts.

4. IMPLEMENTATION
The Metaphor pipeline runs on Hadoop, an open source implementation of MapReduce [18]. MapReduce provides a framework
for processing big datasets on a large number of commodity computers through a series of steps that partition and assemble data in
a highly parallel fashion. It further simplifies the process of writing parallel programs by providing the underlying infrastructure,
failure handling, and simple interfaces for programmers.
Figure 3 shows how data flows through Metaphor. Incoming
query logs and other activity-based tracking data is aggregated from
production services using Kafka [27], a publish-subscribe system
for event collection and dissemination. This log data can be easily
represented as a set of tuples, which is a natural fit for Hadoop’s distributed computing paradigm. As of this writing, Kafka aggregates
hundreds of gigabytes of data and more than a billion messages per
day from LinkedIn’s production systems.
Metaphor consists of a series of MapReduce jobs implemented
in Java and Pig [30], a high-level scripting language on top of
Hadoop. In total, there are over 50 MapReduce jobs, from initially
pre-processing the query logs to computing and combining the requisite signals. Figure 4 shows a sketch of how data flows within
these jobs.
There is some dependency among these jobs, where a job might
require outputs from another job to continue. These dependencies
are expressed using a workflow manager. Jobs such as query preparation need to be prioritized before all other jobs, while each individual signal can proceed independent of each other. In addition to
dependency management, the workflow manager provides a set of
useful services like resource locking, log collection, error reporting, simplified configuration, and job scheduling.
The pipeline scales well, as our evaluation shows (see Section 5.3), and handily processes the production data size of
LinkedIn. Related searches need only be updated infrequently,
meaning the computational cost can be amortized away by using
idle cluster time. Once computed, the resulting recommendations
are served to end users through Voldemort [37], an open-source
key-value system, which is similar to Amazon’s Dynamo [19].

5. EVALUATION

Pair Formation

Step-wise
Union

Length Bias
Filter

Step-wise
Union

Figure 4: Dataflow in the Metaphor pipeline. Each stage consists of one or more MapReduce jobs that process loaded query
and click data.
Iterative evaluation was an important part of the system development, and this section provides some of the characteristics and
performance measures we used as we tuned related search recommendations. The first evaluation approach we used was an offline
measure of precision/recall for the various signals in Metaphor.
Second, we segmented the LinkedIn user base and conducted several A/B tests that were used to provide online measurements of
performance. We used the results of these evaluations to derive the
unified approach for the current recommendation set on production.
Finally, we evaluated the runtime of the Metaphor pipeline.
Our evaluation answers the following questions:
• What is the performance of each of Metaphor’s individual
signals and its ensemble approach?
• What is the impact of length biasing?
• What is the system performance of the Metaphor pipeline
and how does it scale?

5.1

Offline Evaluation

Offline evaluation provides a scientific and easily repeatable
mechanism for establishing performance and tuning parameters.
As a proxy for relevance, we measure the accuracy of predicting
a member’s future searches given their current search using precision and recall. In general, analysis of top-N recommendations
shows that accuracy metrics such as precision/recall provide a better performance evaluation than error metrics [16].
We segment the query log into a training and test set. We start
by generating the top-N recommendations for the training set from
each signal of interest, where N is the number of recommendations
that would be displayed to the user. To determine correctness in the
test set, we use a moving time window of length K, which determines how far into the future from the current search we should
consider in the member’s search activity. This correct set is defined as the set of searches that were performed by the user in the
following K minutes.
Precision and recall are defined as the mean of the average precision and recall, respectively, computed per member. A related
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Figure 5: The mean average precision and recall measures for
the top-10 recommendations as we vary the moving time window used to determine the correct set.
search recommendation is relevant if the recommendation is in the
correct set. Precision is the ratio of the number of relevant recommendations to the total number of recommendations N , while
recall is the ratio of the number of relevant recommendations to
the total number of searches in the correct set. This precision/recall
measure indicates how well the recommendations reflect members’
future search activity in the next K minutes.
Admittedly, this captures only a narrow dimension of recommendation quality by introducing a strong visibility bias: without members having seen possible recommendations, the precision/recall
measurement only tells us the ability of our signals to predict future search behavior, not the system’s ability to find other novel
or serendipitous searches. Thus, this measure is not necessarily a
strong indicator of recommendation performance, but it provides a
reasonable metric for fast, iterative offline evaluation.
Figure 5 shows a comparison of mean average precision and recall for collaborative filtering, partial matches, and query-resultquery. The precision and recall values are rather low as there
are very diverse searches on LinkedIn, making predicting future
searches quite difficult. As expected, recall increases as we increase
the time window K, while precision decreases. At all cutoffs, the
collaborative filtering approach has an advantage in both precision
and recall.
Figure 6 compares mean average precision and recall for
Metaphor’s union ensemble approach. To make comparisons easier, we show performance for a fixed recommendation size and time
cutoff, with the window size K set to 10 minutes and a top-N of 10.
The results are generalizable across other time window and top-N
values: the precision and recall values for the union approach are
less than the best performing signal, collaborative filtering. While
this is initially surprising, our discussion of the online evaluation
reveals why the union approach performs better in practice because
of a higher coverage of queries.
Furthermore, we evaluate the utility of related searches beyond
the metrics of precision and recall. While large gains in mean average precision are detectable to the user, nominal improvements
remain inconclusive [2]. Moreover, precision and recall in this context simply captures the ability of the recommendation engines to
predict future search behavior, and is thus an incomplete proxy for
relevance. We would like a more robust measurement that more

CF PartialQRQ Union

Figure 6: The precision/recall measures for the top-10 recommendations from the step-wise union-based ensemble approach. We use a 10 minute time window for the correct set.
directly evaluates a perception of quality.

5.2

Online Evaluation

We performed several isolated tests of the various signals in our
model on independent segments of the LinkedIn population, commonly known as A/B or bucket testing. When combined with offline statistical analysis of recommendation signals, A/B tests allow
a deeper understanding of user engagement. We focused on a few
key metrics for this evaluation:
• Coverage. Not all typed queries have recommendations. The
coverage rate is the fraction of queries that have recommendations for a given signal. The higher the coverage, the better members’ experience if the recommendations are of high
quality.
• Impressions. Impressions describe the number of times recommendations were displayed and are analogous to the trigger rate of the module on the search page. It does not make
sense to track impressions at the per recommendation level
(that is, 8 impressions as seen in Figure 1), as a member can
at most click on one result.
• Clicks. Related searches recommendations might not always
be useful to the user. A click by the user represents a vote
that this particular recommendation is relevant.
• Click-through rate (CTR). The click-through rate is the fraction of clicks over impressions.
For each of these measures, we took care to ignore page reloads
and the browser back button to avoid incorrectly inflating the above
metrics.
Related searches are not the main focus of the search result page
(see Figure 1), but rather means for users to pivot to a more useful, novel, or serendipitous search. It is tempting to consider CTR
as the sole basis for evaluation, but more careful consideration is
needed. It would make sense to count each individual search result on the page as an impression—changing the number of results
has a dramatic effect on the utility of the search—but for a small
module on the bottom of the page (a maximum of 8 results in a twocolumn layout), absolute clicks is an additional important metric to
consider as it encapsulates the notion of coverage as well as quality. As a pedagogical example, consider a recommender that has a
single suggestion: it recommends “Hadoop” when given the typed
query “MapReduce.” Based on our query logs, this recommender
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Figure 7: Suggestion length (# of words) compared to normalized CTRs for a given query length (# of words). Higher CTRs
are exhibited for longer suggestions than the original query.
would have a very high click-through rate, but very low coverage,
a handful of clicks, and ultimately little usefulness. Simply put, increased clicks from users indicate the recommendations are more
useful.
As part of our online evaluation, we generated four datasets to
run split or A/B tests based on collaborative filtering, query-resultquery, partial matches, and step-wise union as described in Section 3. We segmented the LinkedIn population into four separate
buckets of 10% each, serving one dataset to one of the members
buckets for 2 weeks. We first evaluate the effect of length biasing,
then gauge Metaphor’s ensemble approach.

5.2.1 Length Bias
In our initial analysis, we observe a key feature that is closely related to users’ clicks. This feature is the length difference between
clicked suggestions and typed queries. Figure 7 shows the CTRs,
which are normalized by the highest CTR in the given query length.
Somewhat surprisingly, the highest CTR appears on suggestions
one term longer than the original query, indirectly suggesting that
users tend to click more refined queries.
From our analysis, we observed that we can improve “future”
CTRs by only showing refined queries. For example, suppose a
user types a single word query, and we show only two word suggestions. This removes 21% of the total suggestions for a single
word query, but increases the CTR by 23% (p<0.01). For two and
three word queries, similar results are observed. Simply suggesting longer queries comparatively improves the CTR, but reduces
coverage, impacting overall clicks and hurting performance.
Our length bias filter can be regarded as a concise formulation
of this idea that utilizes users’ query selection bias; in other words,
we can softly adjust the length of the suggestions, as described in
Section 3.4. From our A/B testing, the scale parameter λ is set
as ≈ 20, which depends on the scale of the original score. Note
that λ determines the strength of length bias as noted earlier. Equation (7) in Section 3.4 approximates the behavior in Figure 7, where
α ≈ 1.5 and β ≈ 1 is estimated by minimizing KL-divergence [28]
between the parameterized equation and the observed CTR graph.
Accordingly, we can reflect our users’ length bias into the resultant query recommendation distributions with a simple maneuver,
which would guarantee higher CTR values.

5.2.2 Ensemble Approach
Metaphor constructs three underlying signals for use in its recommendations. We observed that there was minimal overlap in
the clicks among various signals. In other words, different queries
seemed to be clicked for different recommendation approaches.

Signal
CF
QRQ
Partials

# of recommendations
1–4
5–8
>8
74% 10%
16%
62% 18%
20%
27% 7%
65%

Table 4: The number of results for each signal. Collaborative
filtering and query-result-query have relatively few recommendations for a given typed query.
This led us to analyze recommendation overlap in the underlying
dataset for the various signals. Although there was a significantly
higher number of recommendations for partial matches (about three
times the volume of the other signals), this dataset was inflated by
recommendations for tail queries that are not often searched for. As
a result, the difference in the coverage of recommendations for the
queries issued during our experiment was not that high.
Table 3 captures the set similarity among signals using the Jaccard index between the recommendation datasets, which simply
gives the ratio of the intersection
to the union. That is, for sets A
T
S B| . The results indicate minimal overlap
and B, J(A, B) = |A
|A B|
across the various signals.
This suggests that we could combine recommendations in a stepwise union. To further understand the implications of using an ensemble, we looked at the depth of recommendations for each signal:
Table 4 shows the number of recommendations for each signal. We
found that collaborative filtering and query-result-query also have a
small number of recommendations for each query (less than 4 suggestions for the majority of queries). Combined with low overlap,
this means a step-wise union can safely capture recommendations
from multiple methods.
To establish priority in our union approach, we looked at the
individual performance of the signals. Figure 8 shows the normalized click, impression, and CTR for each individual approach.
On average, recommendations from collaborative filtering receive
almost twice as many overalls clicks and twice the CTR of partial matches and query-result-query-based recommendations. Naturally, Metaphor should show collaborative filtering-based results
first if available. Query-result-query matches are the second best
performing signal and should be shown second. Finally, recommendations based on partial matches should be shown.
We also A/B tested this step-wise union ensemble, the results
of which are also shown in Figure 8 and validate this step-wise
union ensemble approach. While the CTR of the union approach
is virtually identical to collaborative filtering, coverage increases
by over 20% in the union model. As Metaphor’s suggestions are
able to span more typed queries, the absolute number of clicks improves by about 15% compared to collaborative filtering (p<0.01),
the best signal in the ensemble. These clicks represent increased
engagement from users and are indicative of overall higher quality
recommendations.
These results differ from our offline evaluation because of a visibility bias. In the absence of ground truth, the offline evaluation
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uses subsequent searches as its gold standard, which penalizes discoverability. Here, precision and recall are only capturing future
search behavior and are not necessarily indicative of recommendation quality and engagement in a live system.

5.3
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Runtime Performance

Finally, we evaluated the runtime performance of the Metaphor
pipeline. To understand the runtime behavior with respect to the
number of input queries, we ran the pipeline on a Hadoop test cluster in isolation. This cluster consisted of 80 2x quad-core Nehalembased Intel Xeon 5500 Sun Fire x4275 machines at 2.533 GHz
with 24 GB RAM and 8x1 TB SATA drives configured in a 6:6
map:reduce ratio for a total of 480 available map and 480 available
reduce slots. We ran several experiments by varying the number of
input queries from 1 million to 3 billion and measured the completion time for the pipeline, as shown in Figure 9. Each experiment
was run five times, and the confidence interval is indicated on the
figure.
The pipeline scales quadratically due to the underlying nature of
our algorithms. There are some optimizations that can be made.
The partials signal is the most computationally intense as it generates more than 3 times the amount of output as the other signals.
This signal could be computed asynchronously and refreshed less
frequently than the rest of the pipeline.
More importantly, related search recommendations stay fresh for
a relatively long period of time and can be refreshed rather infrequently. To test this, we segmented the LinkedIn user population
into 3 A/B test buckets (10% each), refreshing recommendations
at a weekly, biweekly, and monthly frequency for each respective
bucket. Clicks and CTR were virtually indistinguishable between

the weekly and biweekly refresh buckets, with a 1.2% drop in
clicks (p<0.01) and a 2.1% drop in CTR (p<0.01) in the monthly
refresh bucket. This makes intuitive sense: these recommendations only change at the introduction or shift in query terms, which
moves at the speed of the change in the professional lexicon.
In practice, the runtime of the pipeline is more than sufficient.
Hadoop provides horizontal scalability so it is easy and cheap to
add nodes, and due to the infrequent nature of this refresh, the computational cost is completely amortized away by using idle cluster
resources.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper discussed the design, implementation and deployment of Metaphor, the related search recommendation system at
LinkedIn. With millions of searches served every day, related
search recommendation is an important addition to the suite of tools
used at LinkedIn to improve member search experience. There
are four main signals that went into building the recommendation
dataset for Metaphor. One signal is based on collaborative filtering,
and analyzes what members search for together based on temporal
proximity. Another signal takes advantage of search personalization in the social network to derive relationships based on clicks.
Additional signals look at partial matches among queries and the
length differential between queries and suggestions for modeling
click behavior. We use a step-wise union with priority for combining signals into an ensemble. Metaphor has been in production for
more than a year.
We plan to work on two additional approaches to improve related search recommendations in the context of the social network.
The first is to incorporate and evaluate a user feedback loop for
displayed suggestions. A feedback loop can be useful because it
allows us to experiment with new recommendations that would not
otherwise have made it to the top-N suggestions displayed to the
user. This can be done by replacing some of the recommendations
with randomly selected choices from lower in the dataset. If a new
replacement is clicked often, we can then promote it to a higher
position in the recommendation list. Second, we also plan to work
on personalizing related searches based on member searches and
profiles, much like the core search experience that provides personalized results to members.
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